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;
A novel approa h to visual servoing is presented, whi h takes advantage of the stru ture of
the Lie algebra of aÆne transformations. The aim of this proje t is to use feedba k from a visual sensor to
guide a robot arm to a target position. The target position is learned using the prin iple of `tea hing by
showing' in whi h the supervisor pla es the robot in the orre t target position and the system aptures
the ne essary information to be able to return to that position. The sensor is pla ed in the end e e tor of
the robot, the ` amera-in-hand' approa h, and thus provides dire t feedba k of the robot motion relative
to the target s ene via observed transformations of the s ene. These s ene transformations are obtained
by measuring the aÆne deformations of a target planar ontour (under the weak perspe tive assumption),
aptured by use of an a tive ontour, or snake. Deformations of the snake are onstrained using the Lie
groups of aÆne and proje tive transformations. Properties of the Lie algebra of aÆne transformations
are exploited to provide a novel method for integrating observed deformations of the target ontour.
These an be ompensated with appropriate robot motion using a non-linear ontrol stru ture. The
lo al di erential representation of ontour deformations is extended to allow a urate integration of an
extended series of small perturbations. This di ers from existing approa hes by virtue of the properties of
the Lie algebra representation whi h impli itly embeds knowledge of the three-dimensional world within
a two-dimensional image-based system. These te hniques have been implemented using a video amera
to ontrol a 5 DoF robot arm. Experiments with this implementation are presented, together with a
dis ussion of the results.
Keywords: visual servoing, a tive ontours, aÆne geometry, lie groups, lie algebras
Abstra t.

1. Introdu tion

The use of real-time video information for roboti
guidan e is in reasingly be oming a more attra tive proposition and is the subje t of mu h resear h (Hager and Hut hinson 1996). Re ent advan es in the power and availability of image proessing apabilities have made possible the tra king of omplex features, su h as surfa e ontours
(Kass, Witkin and Terzopoulous 1988), at frame

or eld rate on standard workstations. This has
enabled visual servoing of suÆ ient a ura y that
many useful tasks may now be a omplished.
Here we present an approa h whi h takes advantage of the stru ture of the Lie algebra of
aÆne transformations to provide an a urate, efient and stable servoing system. A te hnial innovation is introdu ed whi h exploits the
properties of Lie algebras to provide a method
for integrating group transformations in a onsis-
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(a) Target position

(b) Robot perturbed

( ) Part perturbed

(d) Robot returns

Fig. 1.

Problem statement

tent manner. The use of Lie algebras provides
a substantial advantage over traditional imagebased visual servoing te hniques due to the manner in whi h the stru ture of the two-dimensional
aÆne transformation group is used to impli itly embed three-dimensional knowledge within an
image-based system.
The appli ations whi h motivate this work are
tasks su h as welding of automotive or ship parts.
These tasks are hara terised by the need to a urately pla e a tool onto a workpie e whi h may
be ina urately lo ated in relation to the robot.
The use of vision to assist in solving these tasks
is be oming in reasingly attra tive be ause of the
apability to respond a urately and rapidly to errors in part pla ement that are diÆ ult to dete t
by other means.
The problem onsidered in this paper is to learn
a target position and return to it after both the
robot and the part have been perturbed as illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows the robot
pla ed in the target position by the supervisor.
Figure 1b shows the robot perturbed from the
target position and Figure 1 shows the part perturbed also. Finally the robot returns to the target position relative to the perturbed part as seen
in Figure 1d.
The remainder of this se tion reviews a number
of issues in the design of visual servoing systems
and outlines the approa h taken in this paper.
Se tion 2 introdu es Lie transformation groups
and shows how they may be used to onstrain a -

tive ontour models, or snakes. Se tion 3 introdu es Lie algebras and derives a key result whi h
allows group transformations to be integrated in
a onsistent manner. Se tion 4 des ribes the nonlinear ontrol system used to bind observed deformations to orre tive robot motion. Se tion 5
ties this to a geometri des ription and shows Lyapunov stability before going on to give a simulated
example whi h illustrates the bene ts of the approa h. Se tion 6 des ribes degenera ies within
the system and shows how these an be over ome
with the use of multiple ontours. Finally, se tion 7 des ribes our implementation and presents
results from a series of experiments.

1.1. Ba kground
There are a number of important issues whi h
must be addressed in the onstru tion of a visually guided roboti system. The approa h proposed here, makes use of image-based visual servoing (Sanderson, Weiss and Neumann 1987, Espiau, Chaumette and Rives 1992), in whi h the
ontrol loop is losed in the two-dimensional image domain rather than in the three-dimensional
workspa e. This is by ontrast to systems whi h
expli itly use the three-dimensional nature of the
world (Basri, Rivlin and Shimshoni 1998, Wilson,
Williams Hulls and Bell 1996) (often referred to
as position-based visual servoing systems).
Three-dimensional visual servoing is typi ally
a hieved either by building some re onstru tion of
the world in a workspa e o-ordinate system (Wilson et al. 1996), or by omputing homographies
and using knowledge of the epipolar geometry to
servo the robot (Basri et al. 1998).
The two-dimensional approa h works in the image domain, and omputes error measurements dire tly, su h as the (x,y) image lo ation of target
points (Espiau et al. 1992, Colombo and Allotta
1999). The system then attempts to move so as
to minimise this observed error typi ally using a
Ja obian whi h relates robot motions to hanges
in observables.
Hybrid approa hes have also been attempted,
for example (Malis, Chaumette and Boudet 1999)
in whi h homographies are used to ompute amera rotation in three dimensions, while translation
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is omputed dire tly from observed errors in point
orresponden es in the 2D image.
One aim of this work is the tra king of moving targets. It is therefore not possible to assume
that all observed hange is due to motion of the
robot. Systems whi h make this assumption an
onstrain the problem and use te hniques su h as
ontinuous update or maintenan e of the Ja obian
(Cross and Cipolla 1996). Dynami visual servoing on the other hand, must deal with moving targets and must implement some kind of losed loop
ontrol strategy (Corke and Goode 1996).
There are two natural lo ations in whi h to
mount a visual sensor (Hut hinson, Hager and
Corke 1996), namely stati with respe t to the
world, and stati relative to the robot. Our system uses the latter approa h with a single amera mounted in the robot's end e e tor. This
onstrains the visual servoing problem sin e the
sensor dire tly measures the relationship between
the robot and workpie e. In this ase the transformation between hand and eye must be omputed for the three-dimensional approa h (Horaud
and Dornika 1995), although un alibrated imagebased te hniques have also been used (Yoshimi
and Allen 1995). There is the additional benet of s aling; that as the robot approa hes the
target position, the size of features on the workpie e grows in the image plane. This enables
greater a ura y to be obtained in positioning,
but in general provides less ontrol over lighting onditions and the use of multiple ameras
than the alternative. The hoi e between one or
more ameras has a signi ant impa t on the design of a servoing system. The use of multiple
ameras en ourages the use of a re onstru tive
three-dimensional approa h, although divergent
stereo has also been used (Santos-Vi tor, Sandini,
Curotto and Garibaldi 1995). Other s hemes su h
as a amera free to rotate about the s ene independently of the robot end e e tor have also been
used (Kinoshita 1998) or mounted on a se ond
robot arm (Bard, Laugier, Milesi-Bellier, Tro az,
Triggs and Ver elli 1995).
This work uses the prin iple of tea hing by
showing, in whi h the supervisor shows the system
the orre t lo ation by pla ing the robot in the desired relative pose to the target. The system then
learns this pose by storing suÆ ient referen e information, aptured whilst in that pose, to hara -
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terise the three-dimensional relationship between
the end e e tor and the workpie e. This is a omplished by observing one or more ontours lo ated
on the surfa e of the workpie e. By re ording the
view of these ontours from the orre t target position, any observed deviations from this view an
be dete ted and orre ted for by appropriate robot
motion.
Contours form a parti ularly useful feature to
tra k for visual servoing for a number of reasons.
Firstly, advan es have been made in the robust
tra king of ontours su h that they an be tra ked
reliably amongst lutter (Isard and Blake 1996).
Se ondly, an a urate measure of image motion
an be obtained from ontours due to the large
number of measurements that an be made (usually one per ontrol point on the ontour), or by
integration of normal velo ities around the ontour (Cipolla and Blake 1997). Finally, a planar ontour is onstrained to undergo aÆne deformation under the weak perspe tive assumption,
and proje tive deformations under strong perspe tive. The aÆne deformation group, GA(2), has
six dimensions and thus theoreti ally (and, as will
be shown, pra ti ally) provides enough information to guide a robot through spa e. These motions an be des ribed by the group of rigid threedimensional motions, SE(3), also having six dimensions. The use of the aÆne/proje tive onstraint separates this method from previous work
using deformable models su h as (Couvignon, Papanikolopoulos, Sullivan and Khosla 1996) whi h
relies on a more traditional dynami al model of
a tive ontours. The aÆne transformation group
of planar ontour deformations has also been used
previously for visual servoing (Cross and Cipolla
1996, Colombo and Allotta 1999) and this approa h is distinguished by the way that the large
s ale stru ture of the group is used to provide onsistent ontrol. Other features have also been used
for visual servoing su h as orners (Basri et al.
1998), or ontrived features su h as dis s (whi h
a t as points) (Espiau et al. 1992). An eigen-image
approa h has also been used, in whi h the features
are the full set of pixel values within a region, proje ted onto a prin ipal omponent subspa e (Nayar, Nene and Murase 1996).
The robot ontrol system is based on a Ja obian
between the robot motions and the generators of
the group of deformations of the ontour. Proper-
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ties of the Lie algebra of this group are exploited
to provide a onsistent representation for integrating general aÆne (or other group) deformations to
the ontour. This approa h allows a single Ja obian, omputed on e near the target lo ation, to
be used a ross a large range of perturbations.

1.2. System Overview
The system runs on a workstation whi h re eives
a live video feed from the robot amera and ommuni ates dire tly with the robot ontroller. As
illustrated in Figure 2, it omprises two separate
threads whi h operate on urrently.
The rst one is the image pro essing thread
whi h performs all omputations that must o ur
at video frame rate. In parti ular, there are two
major modules that operate within this thread,
namely the aÆne snake whi h tra ks a ontour
on the workpie e and an integrator that omputes
the total observed aÆne deformation.
The se ond one is the robot ontrol thread
whi h operates on a mu h longer y le time ranging from 0.5 { 1.5 se onds. This thread takes integrated errors from the ontour tra ker and omputes desired robot motions to ompensate. The
Ja obian omputation module whi h alibrates
motions against observed deformations also re-

sides within this thread. Figure 2 also shows the
relationship between these modules, indi ating the
ow of information through the system, des ribed
brie y here.
1) The live video feed is delivered to the aÆne
snake tra ker module (des ribed in more detail in
Se tion 2) whi h omputes a series of lo al transformations whi h des ribe the deformation of the
ontour of interest. Velo ities in transformation
spa e are omputed and maintained in order to
assist in tra king rapid motions.
2) The lo al transformations omputed by the
aÆne snake are integrated using knowledge of the
Lie algebra of aÆne transformations to obtain an
a urate measure of the the total transformation
des ribing the urrent position of the ontour (see
Se tion 3).
3) The integral of aÆne transformation is passed
to the robot ontrol module whi h uses an aÆneto-robot Ja obian, together with a non-linear ontrol law des ribed in Se tion 4 to ompute robot
motions.
4) The robot ontrol thread also ontains a alibration module whi h omputes and onditions
the Ja obian by orrelating trial motions of the
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robot with integrated deformations of the ontour
of interest.

1.3. Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
The te hniques presented in this paper make extensive use of on epts of Lie groups and their
asso iated algebras in order to onstru t a onsistent representation for the hand-eye o-ordination
problem. This paper is parti ularly on erned
with the use of Lie groups for tra king surfa e
ontours on the workpie e and the appli ation of
Lie algebras of these groups to integrate these
hanges in a onsistent manner that an be used
for roboti ontrol. Con epts from Lie groups and
algebras have previously been used to represent
robot ontrol stru tures (Park, Barrow and Ploen
1995, Murray and Sastry 1994). Lie groups and
algebras are reviewed below in Se tions 2 and 3.
2. Review of Lie Groups and AÆne
Snakes

A Lie group is a group whi h lo ally has the topology of Rn everywhere (a more pre ise de nition
may be found in (Varadarajan 1974) or (Sattinger
and Weaver 1986), together with a more omplete
dis ussion of Lie groups and algebras). Lie groups
provide a useful way of des ribing the transformations that a system an undergo and this se tion
will show how they an be used in a generi way
to onstrain and assist a tra king me hanism by
means of the ve tor elds that they generate in the
image. There are a number of groups whi h are
interesting for the purposes of this work and whi h
an be de ned by their a tion on Rm (R2 or R3 in
this ontext). The groups SE(3) (Eu lidean transformations in three dimensions with determinant
1), GA(2) (general aÆne transformations in two
dimensions) and P(2) (proje tive transformations
in two dimensions) are of parti ular relevan e.

2.1. SE(3), GA(2) and P(2)
Ea h of these groups de nes an allowable range
of transformations on R2 or R3 , with the identity element of the group performing the trivial
transformation in whi h ea h point is mapped to
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itself. The dimension n of ea h group orresponds
to the number of independent ways that it an
make a small (in nitesimal) transformation. For
SE(3) and GA(2) this is 6, whereas P(2) has 8
dimensions.
SE(3) is the group of rigid transformations in
R3 . This group is well understood in roboti s sin e
it des ribes the full range of possible motions of
a rigid body, su h as the end e e tor, in threedimensional spa e. The six independent modes of
transformation are typi ally des ribed as:
1. x translation
2. y translation
3. z translation
4. Rotation about the x axis
5. Rotation about the y axis
6. Rotation about the z axis
These transformations are often referred to as
s rews (Murray and Sastry 1994), sin e the general transformation involves rotation about an
axis in spa e, together with translation along it.
The derivatives of s rews, often referred to as
twists orrespond to ve tors in the Lie algebra of
SE(3) (dis ussed in more detail in Se tion 5). The
transformations an be represented by matri es
a ting on homogeneous o-ordinates in three dimensions. Matri es orresponding to pure transformations in ea h of these six modes of deformation, parameterised by are:
10 01 00 0 
M1 = 0 0 1 0
0001

10 01 00 0 
M2 = 0 0 1 0
0001

10 01 00 00 
M3 = 0 0 1
0001
1 0
0 00 
0
os
sin
M4 = 0 sin os 0
0 1
 0 os0 0 sin
00
0
1
0
M5 =
sin 0 os 0
0 0 0 1
 os
sin 0 0
M6 = sin0 os0 01 00
0
0 01


(1)

GA(2) is the group of all aÆne transformations
on two-dimensional spa e. The six dimensions of
the group are ommonly broken down as follows:
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1. x translation
2. y translation
3. Rotation about the origin
4. Dilation about the origin
5. Shear (squash y, stret h x)
6. Shear at 45 degrees to (5)





M7 = 01 010 100 ; M8 = 001 10 100

2.2. Ve tor Fields and Lie Derivatives

These transformations are typi ally represented
by matri es in homogeneous o-ordinates. Those
giving pure transformations in ea h of these six
modes of deformation, parameterised by are:


M1 = 001 010 10


M2 = 001 010 10
 os
sin
M3 = sin0 os0


M4 = e0 e0 00
0 0 1
e 0 0
M5 = 0 e 0
 0 0 1
osh sinh
M6 = sinh
0 osh
0

(3)

0
01

0
01

(2)

GA(2) des ribes the transformations that the image of a planar obje t an undergo when viewed
under weak perspe tive from a amera moving
in three dimensions(Koenderink and van Doorn
1975). This group has three interesting subgroups,
they are the translation group (transformations 1
and 2), the Eu lidean group (1,2 and 3) and the
similarity group (1,2,3 and 4).
P(2) is the group of all transformations on twodimensional proje tive spa e. This is the group
of all 3  3 matrix transformations on a twodimensional point in homogeneous o-ordinates,
with the onvention that the third value in the oordinate is always s aled ba k to 1. This onvention implies that s aled versions of the same matrix produ e identi al transformations, thus there
are 9 1 = 8 dimensions to this group. These 8 dimensions ontain the 6 dimensions of GA(2) as a
subgroup and in lude two additional dimensions
whi h produ e warping in the image and orrespond to the movement of the horizon or vanishing line of the planar obje t being viewed. P(2)
des ribes the transformations of a planar image
under strong perspe tive. The additional dimensions orrespond to the matri es:

The matri es in Equation (2) ea h des ribe a ontinuous one-dimensional family of transformations
on R2 , parameterised by . Thus for ea h matrix,
for ea h , a point (x; y) is mapped to some point
(x0 ; y0). Setting to zero generates the identity
transformation: (x0 ; y0) = (x; y). Di erentiating
with respe t to and evaluating at = 0 reates
a ve tor eld:
x
d
Mi ( ) y1
(1  i  6) (4)
L~ i =
d
=0
Sin e di erentiation is linear, writing
x
dMi( )
gives:
L~ i = Gi y1 (5)
Gi =
d
=0
The matri es Gi are referred to as generators of
the Lie group and form a basis for the Lie algebra
dis ussed in more detail in Se tion 3. For GA(2),
the generators are:




G1 = 000 000 001 G2 = 000 000 010


0 1 0
G3 = 10 00 00 G4 = 001 010 000


1 0 0
(6)
G5 = 00 01 00 G6 = 010 001 000
Sin e the bottom row of ea h of these matries is (0 0 0), the last omponent of L~ i is equal to
zero. Writing Li for the rst two omponents of L~ i
gives ve tor elds in the image plane. These ve tor
elds are used to ompute the aÆne transformation whi h des ribes the deformation of a ontour
in the robot's view. This is a hieved through the
use of aÆne snakes. The ve tor elds generated
by the matri es in (6) are:
L1 = ( 10 ) L2 = ( 01 ) L3 = ( xy )
L4 = ( xy ) L5 = ( xy ) L6 = ( xy )
(7)
Thus the ve tor elds for aÆne transformations
are linear fun tions of position. In order to extend to full proje tive deformation, two quadrati
ve tor elds are needed in addition. These are
dis ussed in more detail in Se tion 2.4.
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Algorithm 1: Transformation Group Lo k

ea h node, , in snake do
Compute unit normal to snake, n^
Compute d = distan e to edge along n^
end for
for i; j = 1 to num-generators do
X

Mij =

X

Compute E = M

1O

end for



for

d (Li  n^ )

(Li  n^ )(Lj  n^ )



using SVD

2.3. AÆne Snakes
In the system presented here, a tive ontours
(snakes) are used to tra k ontours on the workpie e. These snakes are losed polygons with between 16 and 1024 verti es and are initialised by
hand either inside or outside the ontour of interest. The snake then expands out (or ontra ts)
until strong edges are lo ated in the image (see
Figure 3). On e the snake has lo ked on to these
edges, it be omes onstrained to only undergo deformations within some transformation group of
interest. Currently, the system supports ve su h
groups (on R2 ). These are the translation group,
the Eu lidean group, the similaritygroup, the general aÆne group and the proje tive group (ea h of
these being a subgroup of those that follow it).
This is a hieved using Algorithm 1 whi h operates by measuring d , the distan e to the ontour in the image along the normal to the snake
tangent at node . Ea h su h measurement provides a single estimated onstraint on the deformation of the snake. Thus the measurement spa e
has one degree of freedom per node on the snake.
The measurement is then proje ted down onto
the subspa e de ned by the transformation group
of interest using singular value de omposition to
produ e a least squares t. This omputes the
amount of ea h mode of deformation, Ej , to minimise
X



d

P

2

 ^ )
j Ej (Lj  n

Algorithm 2: Runge-Kutta Update

ea h node, , in snake do
Let xy = position of th node in snake
Compute:

Lj = ve tor eld of j th generator at xy
P
C1 = j Uj Lj

L0j = ve tor eld at xy + 21 C1
P
C2 = j Uj L0j

L00j = ve tor eld at xy + 21 C2
P
C3 = j Uj L00j
x
L000
j = ve tor eld at y + C3
P
C4 = j Uj L000
j
C = 61 (C1 + 2C2 + 2C3 + C4 )
Let position of node  = xy + C

for

Oi =

7

(8)

end for

whi h is the squared geometri distan e between
the observed ontour and the transformed snake,
integrated (summed) around the snake. The
transformation group subspa e is identi ed by
omputing Lj  n^ , the image motion reated by
generator j of the transformation group at node 
of the snake, in a dire tion normal to the tangent
of the snake at . Taking  as the dimension index, these form a set of ve tors identi ed by j and
thus span a subspa e with the same dimensionality as the transformation group. These ve tors
then provide the basis for the least squares linear regression pro edure. Both the general aÆne
deformation group and the proje tive group (for
the proje tive ompensation me hanism des ribed

Snake snapping on to ontour after external initialisation

Fig. 3.
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in Se tion 2.4) have been implemented using this
pro edure.
The snake tra ks the ontour using an estimate
of the velo ity of deformation of the ontour in
general aÆne transformation spa e, V . This is updated using the measured deviation between the
predi tion and observed ontour, E , to provide a
reliable new estimate of transformation velo ity
(see Figure 4). The velo ity estimate is then ombined with the observed deviation to give U whi h
is used to update the ontour to the predi ted position at the next time step:
(9)
Uit2 = Eit1 + (t2 t1 )Vit1
t
t
t
2
1
2
(10)
Vi = Vi + i Ei =(t2 t1 )
where i are oupling onstants hosen so as to
damp os illatory behaviour in the snake and t2 t1
is the time elapsed in frames sin e the previous
observation. This allows the system to ope with
missing or intermittent video frames with gra eful
rather than atastrophi failure.
At ea h time step, the ontour is updated using
the update ve tor Ui from Equation (9) and the
fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm des ribed in
Algorithm 2. The new aÆne transformation errors
Ei are then omputed by Algorithm 1 and nally
Equation (10) omputes the new aÆne transformation velo ity Vi .

2.4. Proje tive Compensation

The weak perspe tive assumption used to ompute the aÆne deformation of the ontour does
not entirely hold in the situation presented here.
The full spa e of deformations of a planar ontour is properly des ribed by the two-dimensional
proje tive deformation group, outlined in Se tion
2.1. This means that if only aÆne deformations
are used to tra k the ontour, the tra ker annot
deform to properly mat h the shape of the observed ontour. This gives rise to tra king failures
su h as the example shown in Figure 5.
To manage this kind of problem, the tra king
module in orporates a proje tive ompensation
me hanism whi h extends the range of deformations to the full proje tive group in su h a way
that the aÆne omponent of the observed deformation is essentially left inta t. This is important be ause the proje tive distortion modes are
not onsistent a ross a large domain of observation of the ontour, for example when the ontour
is viewed from a distan e. This means that any
ontrol me hanism whi h in orporates this information may make large moves in an attempt to
orre t per eived proje tive distortions when this
is inappropriate. In order to a hieve this independen e between the aÆne and proje tive modes,
it is important to de ouple the ve tor elds for
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of proje tive deformation observed due to amera
motion falls o mu h more rapidly with distan e
than the observed aÆne deformation).

2.5. Choi e of Metri

Fig. 5.
Tra king failure in aÆne snake. The snake has
tra ked the ontour as the blo k has been turned. Be ause
it has been onstrained to only undergo aÆne transformations, the snake no longer ts the ontour properly due to
the strong perspe tive deformation that is observed.

the proje tive warps from those of aÆne deformation. This an be largely a hieved by omputing
the warp ve tor elds relative to the entroid of
the snake. The two additional ve tor elds whi h
provide this ompensation are:
 0 0
 02 
L7 = xy0y2 ; L8 = xx0 y0
(11)
where x0 and y0 are relative to the entroid.
This approa h works sin e by omputing the
proje tive transformations relative to the entroid, they operate independently of the mean motion of the snake. The remaining intera tions between the aÆne and proje tive modes are due to
the integral of the produ t of the quadrati proje tive term with the remaining linear omponent
of the aÆne term. Sin e x0 = y0 = 0, this term
should
typi ally be small (for example, onsider
H 02 0
x y ). In pra tise the disturban es to the aÆne
approximation are suÆ iently small that proje tive tra king an be a hieved without interfering
with the aÆne ontrol pro ess.
It would be possible to use this 8-dimensional
measurement to drive the ontrol system, however this is not advantageous for two reasons.
Firstly, there measurement errors for the proje tive modes are mu h larger be ause the image motions they indu e are omparatively small. Se ondly, these measurements are not onsistent over
a large range of on gurations (sin e the amount

The ve tor elds in Equations (7) and (11) an
be s aled linearly without in prin iple a e ting
the solution for Ej in Algorithm 1. However, the
hoi e of s ale does a e t the numeri al stability
of the algorithm, so the question arises as to how
a suitable hoi e of basis elds, or metri , an be
made. For semi-simple groups (see (Varadarajan
1974, Sattinger and Weaver 1986) for details of
this), there is a natural hoi e of metri , the Cartan killing form. GA(2) is not semi-simple (sin e
it ontains an Abelian ideal, the two-dimensional
translation group T(2)). In this ase the natural metri is restri ted to the quotient group
GA(2)/T(2) and a separate metri must be hosen
for the two dimensions of T(2). This means that
the s ale of the translational ve tor elds may be
freely determined. The numeri al stability an be
improved by hoosing them so that the ondition
number of the matrix Mjk in Algorithm 1 is minimised (see Se tion 6 - Intrinsi Degenera y - for a
des ription of the problems that an o ur if this
matrix is ill onditioned). In pra tise this means
that L1 and L2 are s aled up so that they have a
similar typi al magnitude to ve tors L3 to L8.
3. Review of Lie Algebras and AÆne Integration

There is a natural representation for aÆne transformations in terms of matri es in homogeneous
o-ordinates, su h as those shown in Equation (2).
However, an alternative representation is to use a
o-ordinate system to represent small transformations near the identity. In this o-ordinate system,
the axes orrespond to the di erent modes of deformation and aÆne transformations are spe i ed
as a weighted sum of the group generators added
to the identity. This leads naturally to a lo al ve tor spa e representation for in nitesimal transformations, in whi h an aÆne transformation matrix,
A an be obtained from a ve tor, A by the expo-
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nential map:
P
A = e i Ai Gi
where

0
0
0
0
0
−α
−π/2
π/2
0
+
+
=
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(12)

i

Due to the linearity, the Gi form a basis for a
ve tor spa e, known as a Lie algebra. Formally,
a Lie algebra is a ve tor spa e together with a
bilinear anti-symmetri operator, the Lie bra ket,
satisfying the Ja obi identity:
[A; [B; C ℄℄ + [B; [C ; A℄℄ + [C ; [A; B℄℄ = 0 (14)
Where a Lie algebra is obtained from a group
in the manner identi ed above, the Lie bra ket is
de ned by the ommutator of the generators:
[Gi ; Gj ℄ = Gi Gj Gj Gi
(15)
so
C = [A; B℄
(16)
is given by
X
X
Ck Gk = Ai Bj (Gi Gj Gj Gi ) (17)
i;j

!

α
−α
( not 0 )
0
0
0

Adding ve tors in a Lie algebra

1
1
eX = I + X + X 2 + X 3 + : : :
2
6
For small Ai this an be approximated by the linear term:
X
(Ai  1) (13)
A = I + Ai Gi

k

0
0
0
0
0
0

That the algebra is losed as a ve tor spa e with
this de nition follows from the fa t that the Gi are
the generators of a group. For GA(2) the om-

mutation relations of [Gi ; Gj ℄ are shown in the
following table:
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6

0
0

0
0

G2
G1
G1
G2

G1
G2
G2
G1

G2
G1

0
0
2G6
2G5

G1
G2

0
0
2G5
0

G1
G2
2G6
2G5
0

2G3

G2
G1
2G5

0
2G3
0

The in nitesimal representation of the Lie algebra an be extended by onsidering the exponential map for non-in nitesimal transformations.
This de nes a mapping from the Lie algebra onto
the group, thus providing a onvenient way of representing aÆne transformations as ve tors whi h,
in this s enario, an be used to drive the robot
ontrol system. Be ause higher order terms are
in orporated into the ve tor spa e by this method,
it is no longer possible to navely add ve tors together to obtain a ve tor representing the omposite transformation. This diÆ ulty is illustrated in
Figure 6.
A new addition law must be found whi h preserves the non- ommutativity of matrix multipliation so that the sum of two ve tors is the ve tor
representing the true produ t of the transformations. Thus
A=BC

implies
e

Pi AiGi

=e

Pi BiGi Pi Ci Gi
e
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writing A = Pi Ai Gi , (B ,C similarly) gives
I + A + 12 A2 + : : :
= (I + B + 12 B 2 + : : : )(I + C + 12 C2 + : : : )
this is solved by setting
A = B + C
 C℄

+ 12 [B;
(18)
 [B;
 C℄℄

+ 121 [B C;
 C )4
+ O(B;
(the derivation of this is given in Appendix B).
This expression applies to the matri es A, B and
C . It also therefore holds in the ve tor spa e of
the Lie algebra repla ing the matrix ommutator
with the Lie bra ket. This is an important result
be ause the orre tion terms provide a method of
onsistently adding together ve tors whi h represent group transformations su h that the result is
orre t in the exponential map.
This an then be used to integrate a series of
aÆne deformations, so that the integral faithfully
represents the total deformation. Equation (18)
is used to add the ve tor representing the loal inter-frame deformation B ( omputed by the
aÆne snake module) to that representing the urrent value of the integral C . Figure 7 illustrates
the importan e of in luding these orre tion terms
in the integral. The light ontour shows the integral synthesised separately from a referen e opy
of the snake, stored at the beginning of the experiment. A series of moves were applied to the
ontour, ea h move being a large motion in some
mode of deformation. These were hosen so that
the sequen e of deformations would not ommute.
The system without the orre tion terms diverged

(a) With Corre tion Terms (after 60 moves)
Fig. 7.
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rapidly (Figure 7(b)) while the system with the
orre tions in orporated maintained a good tra k
even over an extended sequen e (Figure 7(a)).
One of the key advantages of this representation
(as opposed to parameterising in terms of the elements of the matrix in homogeneous o-ordinates,
for example) is that straight lines through the origin of the ve tor spa e are geodesi s in the manifold of the Lie group. It is this property that
allows a Ja obian omputed in one pla e to operate orre tly a ross a large range of perturbations.
A further bene t is that velo ities and observed
errors an be ombined orre tly to enhan e the
tra king apabilities of the real time aÆne snake.
The simulated example in Se tion 5.2 illustrates
the bene ts that stem from applying geodesi
transformation traje tories by omparison to the
more ommon method of omputing linear image traje tories or parameterising in terms of the
aÆne transformation matrix elements.
4. Robot Control

The robot ontrol thread takes the integral of the
aÆne transformation in the form of a 6-ve tor, A
and uses an aÆne-to-motion Ja obian (J 1, the
matrix of partial derivatives of robot motion with
respe t to aÆne image transformations) to generate robot motions.

4.1. Computing the Ja obian
The aÆne-to-motion Ja obian is omputed from
a series of trial robot motions performed in the
vi inity of the target lo ation. The Ja obian must
be learned sin e the system has no prior knowledge

(b) No Corre tion (after 3 moves)

E e t of orre tion terms on integral
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8
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2

Fig. 8.

Computing the ontrol Ja obian

of the relative position of the plane of the ontour
with respe t to the amera.
Ea h of the six possible robot motions produ es
in a ve tor of integrated deformation, resulting in
a 6  6 motion-to-aÆne Ja obian, J . This is inverted using SVD to ompute the aÆne-to-motion
Ja obian, J 1 (see Figure 8). In the ase of servoing from two ontours, as dis ussed in Se tion
6.1, this be omes the 6  12 pseudo-inverse.

4.2. Control System
This inverse Ja obian an then be used to ompute
ompensatory motion from the observed integral
of aÆne deformation. The nave ontrol law is
then simply:
R = J 1A
(19)
where J 1 is the aÆne-to-motion Ja obian and A
is the integrated total aÆne transformation giving
R as a 6-ve tor des ribing the desired hange in
robot o-ordinates. This di ers from the traditional ontrol law sin e A is omputed using the
aÆne integration te hnique des ribed in Se tion 3.
In the traditional approa h, if M is the matrix des ribing the aÆne transformation from the target
view to the urrent
observation, then A is de ned
by M = I + Pi AP
i Gi . This approa h repla es
this with M = exp( i Ai Gi ). It an be seen that
when the urrent observation is near the target
view, then the two approa hes onverge sin e the
exponential map may be approximated by the linear term. However, when the transformation M
is large, the two ontrol laws di er signi antly.
This di eren e is illustrated with a simulated example presented in Se tion 5.2.

0
0

Fig. 9.
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35

Plot of power spe trum of motions on axis 4

In pra tise, the simple unit-gain approa h is unstable over long distan es due to errors in measurement and also over short distan es due to ina ura ies in the robot ontroller. The former
problem has been solved by limiting the motion
to twi e the trial motion used for alibration (this
also a ts as a safety me hanism preventing potentially dangerous large robot motions).
The se ond problem whi h leads to os illatory
behaviour about the target position proved more
diÆ ult to deal with. In an attempt to model
the system as a se ond order di erential equation,
the Fourier transforms of robot motion values aptured during os illations were omputed. These
transforms showed a power spe trum approximately linearly proportional to frequen y (i.e. the
derivative of a white noise spe trum) (see Figure
9). This suggests that ea h attempt to reposition
the robot results in a random error with low orrelation from one time step to the next. This problem has been ameliorated by employing a nonlinear ontrol law in whi h the gain is lowered as
the target position is approa hed.
In order to determine the roll-o in the gain
ontrol, a series of experiments were performed in
whi h the system was operated with a set gain
between 0 and 1. The standard deviation of os illations was plotted against gain (see Figure 10). A
quadrati was tted (by hand) and the gain was
sele ted to be a linear fun tion of the estimated
distan e to target. The gain was hosen so that
the standard deviation of os illations observed at
that gain divided by the gain was half the estimated distan e to the target. This resulted in the
gain urve shown in Figure 11.

Magnitude of oscillation (mm)
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Applying one of these generators to the homogeneous o-ordinate ve tor representing a point in
three-dimensional spa e yields the Lie derivative
of the o-ordinates with respe t to the generated
motion. For example the Lie derivative (motion)
of a point, p, under Y axis rotation (generated by
E5 ) is given by:

0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06

LE5 p =

0.04
0.02
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
Gain

0.8

1

Plot of os illations against gain

Fig. 10.

5. Geometri Interpretation

In this se tion, the relationship between innitesimal motions in SE(3) to in nitesimal transformations in GA(2) is dis ussed. This is used to
demonstrate the bene ts yielded by the use of the
Lie algebra of aÆne transformations in terms of
providing a robust Ja obian. In nitesimal SE(3)
motions are generated by the following matri es
(using homogeneous o-ordinates), whi h are the
derivatives of the matri es, Mi with respe t to
in (1) evaluated at = 0.










(20)

non-linear
control zone

unit gain
control zone

Y 00
Z

0

= E5 p =

 Z 

0
X
0

p0 =



X 0 =Z
Y 0 =Z


XZ 0=Z 2
Y Z 0 =Z 2

 

u
v

0

!

u

1

os  !
d + v sin 



v

A

u !
d+v sin 
v os 
d+v sin 

0.5

1.0

1.5

maximum
motion

large motions
clamped to maximum

2.0

2.5

3.0

Distance (units of trial motion)

Fig. 11.

=

 

x
y

(23)
Only the aÆne part of observed transformations
is omputed here. This approximation requires

Gain
0

(22)

Without loss of generality the the surfa e normal of the ontour is onsidered to be in the Y-Z
plane (see Figure 12).
If the urve is spe i ed in lo al o-ordinates as
u then the mapping into the three-dimensional
v
o-ordinate system and into the image is:

1.0

0

(21)

The X,Y,Z o-ordinate system is hosen su h
that its origin is at the opti entre of the amera,
with the Z axis along the opti al axis. This means
(given a normalised amera) that
p proje ts onto

the amera plane at p = X=Z
.
The
Lie derivaY=Z
tives of p with respe t to the Ei an now be omputed sin e:



0001
0000
0000
E1 = 00 00 00 00 ;E2 = 00 00 00 01 ; E3 = 00 00 00 10 ;
0000
0000
0000
0 1 0 0
 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
E4 = 00 01 01 00 ;E5 = 01 00 00 00 ; E6 = 01 00 00 00
0 0 00
0 000
00 0 0

 X0 

Gain urve for non-linear ontrol system

3.5

4.0
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Z translation (E3 ):
X

LE3 p =
so LE3 x =
and LE3 y =
so LE3 p 

Y

Z

Fig. 12.

d

v

that
u; v  d. Using this, the Lie derivatives of
x an be omputed for ea h generator of motion
y
of the amera in SE(3) and the aÆne transformation omponent of the observed ontour represented in terms of the ve tor elds Li:

(26)

(27)

 Z 

LE5 p = 0X
0
so LE5 x = 1 + X 2=Z 2 = 1 + x2
and LE5 y = Y X=Z 2 = xy
so LE5 p  L1

Rotation about Z axis (E6 ):

X translation (E1 ):
so

1

Rotation about Y axis (E5 ):

Geometry of planar ontour

(28)

 Y

LE6 p = X0
0
so LE6 x = Y=Z = y
and LE6 y = X=Z = x
so LE6 p = L3

 

10
00
LE1 x = 1=Z =

L E1 p =

00
10
X=Z 2 = x=Z  x=d
Y=Z 2 = y=Z  y=d

L
d 4
Rotation about X axis (E4 ):
 0 
LE4 p = YZ
0
so LE4 x = XY=Z 2 = xy
and LE4 y = 1 Y 2=Z 2 = 1 y2
so LE4 p  L2

u

θ

 

= 1 (1
d

1

d + v sin 
y tan )

and LE1 y = 0

so LE1 p = d1 L1 + tan
2d (L3

L6 )

(24)

Y translation (E2 ):
 

0

LE2 p = 10
0
so LE2 x = 0
and LE2 y = 1=Z = d1 (1 y tan )

so LE2 = d1 L2 + tan
2d (L5

L4 )

(25)

(29)
These equations form the Eu lidean-to-aÆne
onne tion of the system. That is, they form a
map between the tangent spa e (at the identity)
of SE(3), for whi h the Ei form a basis, to the tangent spa e of GA(2), giving the motion to aÆne
Ja obian. This an then be inverted to give the
aÆne to motion Ja obian as:
0
0 0 0 0 0 tan2d 1
2d
C
B0 0 0 0
B
tan
 0 C
C
B0 0 0 d
d
0
C
B
(30)
2
C
B0 1 0 0
0
B
tan  2 C
1 0 0 0
0 tan  A
0 0 1 0 0 1
This mapping is in general dependent on the d,
 on guration, although Equations (27{29) are
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independent, re e ting the well known fa t that
motion due to amera rotation is independent of
the s ene geometry. Thus, for these omponents,
the Ja obian will be valid a ross the entire onguration spa e of the ontour. Equation (26),
however, depends on the distan e, d, to the ontour and Equations (24) and (25) also depend on
the angle, , of the in lination of the plane of the
ontour. Despite these dependen ies, however, the
Ja obian is still stable a ross a large range of the
on guration spa e. This is due to the fa t that
the hange in the value of the ; d dependen ies
over a large range of on gurations is small enough
that the learned Ja obian an still operate reasonably e e tively. In pra tise, the Ja obian provides stable behaviour for d > 0:7  dtarget, and
for 20o <  < 70o.

5.1. Lyapunov Stability
In order to show Lyapunov stability, it is ne essary to examine the relationship between the Jaobian omputed at the target and the Ja obian
as it would be omputed at the urrent position.
The positive de nite energy fun tion used for this
example is simply the norm of the ve tor des ribing the total observed deformation.
V (A) = kAk
(31)
Then if J is the Ja obian obtained from alibration in the target position and J 0 is the Ja obian that would be omputed in the urrent position, the a tual motion is in the dire tion Jij Aj ,
whilst kAk is minimised in the dire tion Jij0 Aj .
Thus:
kAk < 0 ( (Jij Aj ):(Jik0 Ak ) > 0
(32)
Note that in Equations (24{29) the only varying
oeÆ ients are powers of d and tan . Sin e d > 0
(the target is in front of the amera), the only oefient that an hange sign is tan  (whi h hanges
sign when  does). This orresponds to the twofold ambiguity of the weak perspe tive assumption. Thus the system is lo ally (0 <  < 90o)
asymptoti ally stable sin e kAk = 0 is unique.
Clearly this rst order demonstration of Lyapunov
stability only applies to the `look and move' style
of implementation used here. In the ase of a
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dynami system, a se ond order energy fun tion
must be used together with appropriate manipulation of the non-linear gain shown in Figure 11.

5.2. A Simulated Example
In order to ompare the use of the Lie algebra
for representing transformations to the more traditional approa h whi h uses the entries in the
transformation matrix as a o-ordinate system, a
simulated example was onstru ted.
In the traditional approa h, the aim is to drive
the aÆne transformation matrix to the identity
along a path that is linear in the matrix entries.
Thus if the observed transformation orresponds
to the matrix M , then the transformation error
is A0 = M I and the path ba k to the identity
(parameterised by t is:
M (t) = I + (1 t)A0
(33)
This orresponds to the path in whi h ea h point
travels to its desired position along a linear image traje tory, as in (Colombo and Allotta 1999).
As will be shown, this approa h an lead to some
unexpe ted robot behaviour.
By ontrast, the approa h presented here aims
to drive the aÆne transformation matrix to the
identity along a group P
geodesi . Thus if M is represented as M = exp( i Ai Gi ) then the path is
given by:
P
(34)
M (t) = exp((1 t) i Ai Gi )
In this example, two ontours were synthesised
(shown in Figure 13) and both idealised traje tories omputed. Figure 14 shows a omparison
between the two approa hes. Note that the s ale
of the ontour hanges in the linear approa h.

Initial contour

Fig. 13.

Target contour

Simulated ontours
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Affine geodesic trajectory

Simulated image traje tories

In the aÆne geodesi ase, the traje tory onsists solely of translations and rotations, whereas
in the linear ase, there is a substantial omponent of dilation ( rst negative, and then positive).
When these image traje tories are used to ompute simulated amera (and therefore robot) traje tories in SE(3), the aÆne geodesi ase orresponds to rotation of the amera about a xed axis
at onstant speed. By ontrast, the linear image
traje tory orresponds to a substantial z translation, rst away, and then towards the image, returning to the original z position, together with

z axis rotation
0.2

0.4

Fig. 16.
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amera rotations about an axis that varies with
time. These robot traje tories orresponding to
linear ontour interpolation are shown in Figure
15 to ompare with those for those omputed from
the aÆne geodesi interpolation whi h are shown
in Figure 16.
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6. Degenera ies and Condition Numbers

There are two signi ant types of degenera y
su ered by this approa h aÆne visual servoing.
These are:
Intrinsi degenera y in whi h the inherent
shape of the ontour reates an ambiguity as in the
ase of a ir ular ontour, for whi h rotation about
the ontour entre is not observable. When this
o urs, the rank of the matrix used to identify the
aÆne transformation (matrix Mjk in Algorithm
1) drops from 6 to 5. In general this problem
o urs when the ontour is a oni se tion. In
the situation where most of the ontour is oni
(for example a straight line, in the ase where the
ontour is a long thin box), the snake an only use
the ontrol points on the remainder of the ontour
to resolve the ambiguous motion and hen e this
situation is also unstable. Examples of ontours
and their intrinsi ondition numbers are given in
Se tion 7.1.
Extrinsi degenera y whi h o urs when the
ontour is fronto-parallel to the amera in the target position. In this event, the omputed Ja obian
su ers a two-fold degenera y and its rank drops
from 6 to 4. This happens be ause the two shear
modes of aÆne deformation be ome ina essible
simultaneously. Consequently there are only four
remaining degrees of freedom in the observation
to ontrol a six degree of freedom robot, ausing

Fig. 17.

Use of two degenerate ontours for servoing
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the ontrol strategy to be ome ill-posed. The relationship between the angle of in lination of the
ontour and the ondition number of the Ja obian
is shown experimentally in Se tion 7.2.
Both modes of degenera y an be dete ted by
monitoring the ondition numbers of matri es in
the system. When a matrix is rank de ient, its
ondition number rises to in nity. Numeri ally,
this is omputed by al ulating the ratio of the
largest and smallest diagonal values in the singular
value de omposition. If this ratio rises above some
threshold, the matrix is onsidered to be rank deient. The dimensionality of the de ien y is
the number of diagonal values that are less than
the largest value divided by the threshold. The
thresholds determined experimentally from stability trials were 2000 for the aÆne transformation
matrix (indi ating intrinsi degenera y) and 100
for the Ja obian (indi ating extrinsi degenera y).

6.1. Multiple Contours
These problems an be over ome by the use of
multiple ontours. Servoing an be performed
from the use of two separate ontours, ea h of
whi h individually su ers extrinsi degenera y
(where both are parallel to the image plane and
thus the Ja obian for ea h ontour has rank 4),
provided that they lie at di erent depths (are not
o-planar). An example is shown in Figure 17.
By on atenating the ve tors for the two individual ontours, a 12-ve tor of observed deformations
is formed. This results in a 6  12 Ja obian of
robot-to-aÆne motions. Again, by using SVD,
the pseudo-inverse of this matrix, a 12  6 aÆneto-robot Ja obian an be omputed. In the ase
shown in Figure 17, this Ja obian has full rank and
thus the servoing problem is well onditioned.
Additional ontours are also useful, even when
the original ontour is well onditioned. Typi ally
the ondition number of the Ja obian dropped
(from about 30 to 20) and qualitative evaluation
showed that the system was stable over a greater
range of perturbations when used in this on guration sin e it was ne essary for both ontours to
approa h singularities before the system be ame
unstable.
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7. Implementation and Results

This approa h has been implemented in the lab
using a SCORBOT ER VII 5 DoF robot arm with
a mono hrome video amera (whi h an be seen
in Figure 22) onne ted to an SGI O2 workstation. The workstation is able to tra k up to 256
snake nodes at video frame rate and ontrol the
robot with a y le time of 0.5 { 1.5 se onds. The
prin ipal ause of this long y le time in the robot
ontrol thread is the slow ommuni ations with
the robot ontroller.

7.1. Choi e of ontour
The system has been tested with a number of
ontours, a sele tion of whi h is shown in Figure 18. The ondition numbers of the transformation matri es under aÆne and proje tive lo king was omputed experimentally for ea h of these
ontours in order to examine intrinsi degenera y.
The results of this are shown in Table 1. Contours
1{9 represent an evolving series. Contour 1 has
the least intrinsi degenera y, being the least ellipti al, while ontour 8 is suÆ iently lose to ellipti al that the tra king system has substantial difulties in tra king it stably. Contours 10 and 11
are essentially triangular. This situation is proje tively degenerate, sin e all motion of a triangle in
a plane an be represented by general aÆne transformations. Consequently, the ondition numbers
for proje tive tra king are very large, while the
aÆne ondition number is ertainly small enough
for stable tra king. Contour 12 is highly nondegenerate and has the smallest ondition numbers.
Contour ondition numbers
ontour no. AÆne Proje tive
1
127
145
2
149
182
3
190
212
4
232
255
5
340
378
6
535
615
7
1110
1280
8
1880
2250
9
1160
1550
10
333
20500
11
530
8500
12
38
80

Table 1.
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Fig. 18.

Contours tested

7.2. Angle of in lination

Contour 12 was sele ted and the angle,  of the
in lination of the plane of the ontour (as shown
in Figure 12) was varied. The Ja obian was omputed from trial motions in ea h on guration and
the ondition number omputed in order to examine extrinsi degenera y. The results of this are
shown in Table 2.
The on guration with  = 0 is theoreti ally
degenerate and should have an in nite ondition
number. In pra tise this does not o ur sin e there
is measurement noise in omputing the aÆne deformation of the ontour and the robot trial motions are not in nitesimal, and thus indu e a small
amount of aÆne shear.
Although it was possible to perform visual servoing with  = 10o, in pra tise, reliable performan e was only obtained when theo ondition number was less than 50 (i.e.  > 20 ).
Ja obian ondition numbers
(degrees) Condition no
0
336.5
5
103.9
10
77.7
20
41.1
30
30.4
40
23.7
50
20.4
60
18.8
70
18.0
80
broke

Table 2.
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(a) Target position

(b) Perturbed robot

( ) Perturbed part

(d) Iteration 1

(e) Iteration 2

(f) Iteration 3

(g) Iteration 4

(h) Iteration 5

(i) Iteration 6

(j) Iteration 7

(k) Iteration 8

(l) Iteration 9

Fig. 19.

7.3. Tool pla ement experiments
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Sequen e for returning to target position

A set of experiments were ondu ted in whi h
the aim was to a urately pla e a simulated tool
onto a workpie e. The length of the tool (and
thus the viewing distan e when at the target) was
200mm. The referen e in lination of the plane of
the ontour for these experiments was hosen to
be  = 40o. Be ause the robot is over- onstrained,
the sixth degree of freedom was synthesised as rotation about the opti al axis of the amera. In order to maintain onsistent pla ement of the tool,
this was omputed as rotation about the lo ation
of the tool tip in the image. This lo ation must
be identi ed by the operator.
7.3.1. Range of perturbation An experiment
was ondu ted to test the range of possible pertur-

bations of the workpie e from target position. The
experiment was ondu ted by moving the robot
ba k away from the target position to a starting
position. The part was then perturbed and the
robot asked to servo ba k to the target lo ation.
A typi al run is shown in Figure 19 whi h shows
the omputer view of the sequen e with referen e
and tra king snakes superimposed on the video
images. 19a shows the ontour as seen from the
target position, in whi h the system initialises the
referen e snake. 19b shows the robot perturbed to
the starting position. In 19 , the part is perturbed
by a translation and rotation. The omponent of
rotation about the opti al axis of the amera orresponds to the missing degree of freedom of the
robot. Consequently, this rotation is handled by
also rotating the target referen e ontour about a
pre-spe i ed point in the image plane. 19d{l show

Drummond and Cipolla
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Ja obian is in orre t (sin e the part has passed
through the singularity) and if  > 800 then the
ontour be omes intrinsi ally degenerate and is
subje t to frequent atastrophi tra king failure.

3500
Cartesian error
Angular error
3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Iteration

Typi al onvergen e. The angular (rotation) error is in units of 0:01o while the artesian (translation)
error is in units of 0.01 mm

Fig. 20.

the sequen e of iterations as the robot returns to
the target position. Typi al onvergen e performan e for this experiment is shown in Figure 20.
This experiment showed that the translational
perturbation is limited by the requirement to keep
the ontour within the image boundary, resulting
in a maximum of approximately 200mm translational perturbation in x, y and z. The maximum
rotational perturbation of the angle of in lination
of the plane was limited to 20o about the referen e angle of  = 40o with a limit of 40o about
the horizontal axis with a referen e orientation of
0o (see Figure 21).
Servoing from referen e angles other than  =
40o has also been tested, with the system su essfully responding to perturbations of the workpie e with 10o    70o. At the extreme ends
of this range, the range of permissible perturbations is limited sin e the perturbed part must have
0o <  < 80o. If  < 0o then the omputed

7.3.2. Pre ision The a ura y of pla ement of
the robot under visual servoing was also tested.
The workpie e was left xed, and the robot asked
to servo ba k to the target position from a series of random starting positions. The a ura y
of positioning (1 standard deviation) of the amera in this experiment was 0:65mm in x and y
and 0:3mm in z with 0:15o in both pit h and roll.
The maximum error measured at the tool tip over
a series of runs was 1mm, with almost all errors
being less than 0.5mm. This is of higher a ura y
than the amera positioning due to orrelations in
the position and rotation errors.
The onvergen e rate was also omputed, with
the mean time to onvergen e being 2.5 y les after the robot has rea hed the non-linear ontrol
zone shown in Figure 11.
7.3.3. Closed loop tra king A nal experiment

was on erned with losed loop tra king and
aimed to test the range of a eptable perturbations that an be tra ked gradually under losed
loop, as shown in Figure 22. In this mode substantial perturbations extending to approximately
double those shown in Figure 21 were su essfully
tra ked.

+/- 40 o

θ

+/- 200mm
+/- 200mm
+/- 200mm

+/- 20 o

Fig. 21.

Range of stable perturbations

Fig. 22.

Closed loop tra king
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8. Con lusions

Appendix B: Derivation of Equation (18)

This paper has shown how the Lie algebra of aÆne
transformations an be used for visual servoing.
This is a hieved by means of a novel te hnique
whi h allows group transformations to be a urately integrated in the Lie algebra representation.
This is ombined with a Ja obian based non-linear
ontrol system to obtain high a ura y visual servoing. This system has been implemented and
experiments show an a ura y of < 1mm error
in position and 0:15o error in rotation. The use
of multiple ontours to over ome degenera ies has
also been presented.

The formula (18) is derived by repeatedly re ning
the estimate of A to higher orders by expanding
both sides as a Taylor series. Expanding
eA = e B eC
to rst order gives:
eA = I + A
eB eC = (I + B )(I + C ) = I + B + C
So, to rst order:
A=B+C
(1)
Substituting (1) ba k in to the Taylor series for
eA and expanding to se ond order gives:
eA = I + (B + C ) + 21 (B 2 + BC + CB + C 2 )
eB eC = I + B + C + 12 (B 2 + 2BC + C 2 )
= eA + 21 (BC CB)
= eA + 21 [B; C ℄
So, to se ond order:
A = B + C + 21 [B; C ℄
(2)
Substituting (2) into eA and expanding to third
order gives:
eA = I + B + C + 12 (B 2 + 2BC + C 2 )
+ 41 ((B + C )[B; C ℄ + [B; C ℄(B + C ))
+ 61 (B3 + B2C + BCB + BC 2
+ CB2 + CBC + C 2B + C 3)
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Appendix A: De nitions

An n-dimensional manifold is a topologi al
spa e su h that about every point, there is an open
neighbourhood whi h is topologi ally isomorphi
to Rn .
A Lie group is a group and a topology whi h
form a manifold.
The Lie algebra of a Lie group is the tangent
spa e of the group manifold at the identity. The
generators of the group are ve tors in this spa e
and form a basis for it. The Lie bra ket is an
anti-symmetri bi-linear form whi h is obtained
from the ommutators of the group generators.
An ideal of a Lie group is a subgroup whi h is
mapped into itself by onjugation with any member of the group.
An abelian group is one in whi h all pairs of elements ommute.
A semi-simple Lie group is one with no abelian
ideals.

eB eC = I + B + C + 21 (B 2 + 2BC + C 2 )
+ 61 (B3 + 3B2C + 3BC 2 + C 3 )
= eA 14 ((B + C )[B; C ℄ + [B; C ℄(B + C ))
+ 16 (2B2C + 2BC 2
BCB CB 2 CBC C 2 B )
= eA 41 ((B + C )[B; C ℄ + [B; C ℄(B + C ))
+ 16 ((2B + C )[B; C ℄ + [B; C ℄(B + 2C ))
= eA + 121 ((B C )[B; C ℄ + [B; C ℄(C B))
= eA + 121 ([(B C ); [B; C ℄℄)

So, to third order:
A = B + C + 12 [B; C ℄ + 121 ([(B

C ); [B; C ℄℄

(3)
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In pra tise this third order approximation is sufient for experimental purposes.
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